Objective: Researchers have identified several family-based treatments that hold considerable promise in reducing serious juvenile offending; however, these treatments remain underutilized by youth service systems. In the present study, we used meta-analysis to summarize the findings of research on family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders. Method: We conducted a multilevel meta-analysis that modeled dependencies between multiple effect sizes from the same study. The meta-analysis synthesized 324 effect sizes from 28 studies that met inclusion criteria. Potential moderators (e.g., characteristics of samples, treatments, methods, and measures) were entered as fixed effects in the meta-analytic model. Results: Across studies, family-based treatments produced modest, yet long-lasting, treatment effects (mean d ϭ 0.25 for antisocial behavior, 0.24 overall) relative to comparison conditions. Furthermore, certain characteristics moderated the magnitude of treatment effects; for example, measures of substance use showed the largest effects and measures of peer relationships showed the smallest effects. Conclusions: Policymakers, administrators, and treatment providers may find it useful to consider the effects of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders in their selection of treatments for this population. In addition, investigators who seek to develop and study such treatments may wish to consider the current findings in their future research efforts.
out a history of serious and violent crimes, such as functional family therapy (FFT; Alexander & Parsons, 1982; Sexton, 2011) and brief strategic family therapy , have also shown promise in the treatment of youths with severe, complex clinical presentations.
All of these treatments share several common features in their theoretical foundations and models of service delivery; namely, all use family-based interventions that are designed to address the multiple characteristics of the youth and his or her socialecological systems (i.e., family, peers, school, and neighborhood) that are associated with offending behavior. Unfortunately, these models remain underutilized with the very youths (i.e., serious juvenile offenders) for whom they were designed, with as few as 5% of serious juvenile offenders receiving an evidence-based treatment in a given year (Greenwood, 2008; . Indeed, it is troubling that relevant service systems (e.g., juvenile justice, mental health) continue to rely on interventions that either lack empirical support or that have been found to have null or even harmful effects relative to control conditions (e.g., Scared Straight, wilderness challenge programs; see Lee et al., 2012; Lipsey, 2009) . Increased adoption of family-based treatments by these service systems is necessary to reduce the social and economic impact of serious juvenile crime (see Greenwood & Welsh, 2012) .
Although some of the difficulties related to the dissemination of family-based treatments reflect a lack of coordination and funding in mental health service systems (Howell, 2009; Weisz, Ugueto, Cheron, & Herren, 2013) , policymakers and service providers also face challenges associated with interpretation of the available evidence base. There are excellent narrative reviews (e.g., McCart & Sheidow, 2016) that summarize the research base on treatments for serious and violent juvenile offenders, but quantitative reviews (i.e., integrative statistical analyses) involve a more transparent, systematic approach to the (a) operational definition of the research question, (b) selection and interpretation of studies, and (c) integration of findings across studies (Cooper, 1982) . The present study provides a quantitative review of outcome research on family-based treatments for serious and violent juvenile offenders so that pertinent stakeholders can better implement practices likely to produce significant reductions in juvenile crime. Specifically, we used meta-analysis to estimate the average effect size for family-based treatments of serious juvenile offending. We also used a multilevel approach to meta-analysis that allowed us to model the dependency among multiple effect sizes (e.g., different outcome measures) from the same study.
Our choice to focus on family-based treatments was informed by the findings of previous meta-analyses of psychological treatments for youths. Several meta-analyses have indicated that such treatments demonstrate positive effects in the treatment of youth mental health problems in general (Weisz, Hawley, & Doss, 2004; Weisz, Weiss, Han, Granger, & Morton, 1995; Weisz et al., in press) , although these effects are modest when the treatments are delivered in community settings and compared to services as usual (Weisz, Kuppens, et al., 2013) . Other meta-analytic studies have shown that psychological treatments produce reductions in youth externalizing problems in general (Comer, Chow, Chan, CooperVince, & Wilson, 2013; McCart, Priester, Davies, & Azen, 2006; Sawyer, Borduin, & Dopp, 2015) . Moreover, some meta-analyses found positive effects of family-based treatments for youth antisocial behavior, with effect sizes ranging from 0.18 to 0.57, although most of those meta-analyses had a small number of extant studies available for synthesis (Dowden & Andrews, 2003; Farrington & Welsh, 2003; Woolfenden, Williams, & Peat, 2002) or took a narrow focus on specific "name-brand" treatments that may have excluded promising alternative approaches (Baldwin, Christian, Berkeljon, & Shadish, 2012; Curtis, Ronan, & Borduin, 2004) . Taken together, findings from previous meta-analyses suggest that family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders hold promise (i.e., can produce small to medium effects under certain conditions), but remain inconclusive regarding the overall effects of such treatments as a group.
It is also notable that the aforementioned meta-analyses used varied strategies to avoid the problem of having multiple effect sizes stemming from the same study, including calculating an average effect size across different outcome measures or selecting a single measure for inclusion. Although such strategies satisfy the assumption of independent effect sizes underlying traditional meta-analytic techniques (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) , they can also distort the results of the meta-analysis by failing to address dependencies between measures (Cheung & Chan, 2004) . In recent years, an increasing number of researchers have used a multilevel approach to research synthesis that allows one to model the dependency among effects sizes from the same study (e.g., Geeraert, van den Noortgate, Grietens, & Onghena, 2004; Kuppens, Laurent, Heyvaert, & Onghena, 2013; Weisz, Kuppens, et al., 2013) . To date, only one multilevel meta-analysis has evaluated outcomes of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders. van der Stouwe, Asscher, Stams, Deković, and van der Laan (2014) synthesized effect sizes from 22 outcome studies of MST with samples drawn from one of two populations: serious juvenile offenders or youths with serious emotional disturbances. That meta-analysis showed modest treatment effects on delinquency and various secondary outcomes (e.g., psychopathology, family relations) but did not examine differences in outcomes between those two populations. We obtain a more complete picture of the effects of familybased treatments with serious juvenile offenders by synthesizing clinical trial outcomes across (a) all family-based treatment models (not only MST), (b) only trials with serious juvenile offenders, and (c) all outcome measures in each trial (vs. separate models for different outcome domains, as was done by van der Stouwe et al., 2014) .
One key advantage of multilevel meta-analysis is that it allows researchers to identify moderating variables that explain differences in the magnitude or direction of treatment outcomes both between and within studies (Baron & Kenny, 1986; Holmbeck, 1997) . The aforementioned meta-analyses of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders identified several characteristics of samples, treatments, and methods that moderated treatment outcomes; for example, Dowden and Andrews (2003) found larger effects in studies that included juvenile offenders with more serious pretreatment offense histories, and Curtis et al. (2004) found that trials of MST that involved the treatment developers produced larger effect sizes than those that did not. On the other hand, some meta-analyses (e.g., Baldwin et al., 2012) have reported that treatment effects on juvenile offending were not moderated by any characteristics of samples or study designs. Thus, we decided to examine the effects of theory-based candidate moderators identified in previous research using a more comprehensive This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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set of clinical trials than in prior meta-analyses of family-based treatments with serious juvenile offenders. In addition, we examined additional moderators related to the comprehensiveness and ecological validity of services (e.g., intervention format, settings in which services occur), based on the theoretical foundations of family-based treatments (e.g., Bateson, 1972; Minuchin, 1985) ; such an approach seems useful given that these factors are thought to promote the effectiveness of family-based interventions relative to the individually focused, office-based services that are commonly used with juvenile offenders. In summary, prior meta-analyses have included various shortcomings that make it difficult to summarize the research literature on family-based treatments for serious and violent juvenile offenders. The primary aim of the present meta-analysis was to provide a more rigorous evaluation of existing outcome research in this area. As such, this review sought to (a) estimate the overall mean effect size for a variety of measures related to antisocial behavior (e.g., behavior problems, arrests, incarceration) and secondary outcomes (e.g., other psychological problems, family functioning, peer relations), while using a multilevel approach to model dependencies between measures from the same study; and (b) identify characteristics of samples, treatments, studies, methods, and measures that moderated treatment effects.
Method
The inclusion criteria, search and coding procedures, and analytic strategies in the present study were informed by previous meta-analyses (e.g., Sawyer et al., 2015; Weisz et al., 1995 Weisz et al., , 2004 Weisz, Kuppens, et al., 2013) as well as the Cochrane Collaboration's standards for meta-analysis (Higgins & Green, 2011) . A full list of search terms and the coding manual are available from the first author upon request.
Inclusion Criteria
Consistent with the integrative goals of the current metaanalysis, eligibility criteria were designed to be inclusive (e.g., we did not limit the pool of studies to evaluations of established "name-brand" treatment models). Eligible studies were those with (a) one or more family-based treatments, defined as interventions that attempted to ameliorate serious antisocial behavior by making positive changes in the youth's family and broader social ecology through direct interventions (e.g., home-based service delivery involving multiple family members); (b) a sample of serious juvenile offenders, defined as participants who were on average less than 18 years of age at the beginning of treatment, had a history of serious antisocial behavior for the majority of the sample, and did not have an intellectual or developmental disability; (c) a prospective research design including at least one comparison condition (e.g., alternative treatment, treatment as usual, no-intervention control); (d) at least one measure that assessed antisocial behavior outcomes for target youths (e.g., convictions, arrests, self-reported delinquent behavior); and (e) availability of a published or unpublished English-language report of the study by January 1, 2014.
We originally planned to define a sample of serious juvenile offenders as one in which a majority of participants had a history of pretreatment felony offenses. However, we modified our operational definition because we found that it was less applicable to studies conducted outside of the United States. For example, as noted by the authors of a clinical trial conducted in Norway (Ogden & Halliday-Boykins, 2004) , delinquency and other serious antisocial behaviors in youth in that country are typically handled by Child Welfare Services (i.e., arrests are rare). Thus, we defined a sample of serious juvenile offenders as one in which a majority of the youth had a history of severe antisocial behavior, with such behavior operationalized as either (a) a history of pretreatment felony offenses or, if offense histories were not reported, (b) consensus of the coding team based on available information related to psychiatric diagnoses (e.g., conduct disorder), referral sources (e.g., juvenile justice system), and admissions criteria for licensed programs (e.g., MST Services, 2009) . Factors that we considered in our determination of serious antisocial behavior varied between studies but included chronicity of behavior, history of violence, risk or history of out-of-home placement, ongoing involvement in multiple service systems, and whether less intensive treatment was ineffective or inappropriate. This modified operational definition, although more complex than the original, was necessary to maximize the representativeness of included studies.
Search Procedures
Four procedures were used to identify published studies for inclusion. First, we performed electronic database searches using PsycINFO and Medline (via Pubmed) for combinations of terms used to describe (a) family-based treatments for juvenile offenders (e.g., multisystemic therapy, functional family therapy), including known variants (e.g., multisystemic treatment); (b) antisocial behavior (e.g., delinquency, conduct disorder, criminal); (c) youth populations (e.g., youth, juvenile, child, adolescent); and (d) family/systems focus (e.g., family, family-based, systemic) with the following limits: human subjects, ages 0 -18 years, empirical study, English language. Second, we examined reference lists from published English-language reviews of youth psychosocial treatments (e.g., Eyberg, Nelson, & Boggs, 2008; Baldwin et al., 2012; Weisz, Kuppens, et al., 2013) for relevant studies. Third, we consulted websites of organizations (e.g., Blueprints for Healthy Youth Development) and government agencies (e.g., Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration) that list evidence-based treatments to identify other potential references. Fourth, we hand-searched the tables of contents of several journals that regularly publish clinical trials of psychosocial treatments (e.g., Journal of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology, Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, Journal of Family Psychology) for issues from the years 2000 through 2013. These years were selected because they were likely to capture recent pertinent studies (which, in turn, could be used to identify older pertinent studies through examination of reference lists).
In keeping with the recommendation of the Cochrane Collaboration (Higgins & Green, 2011) , we also took several steps to locate unpublished studies to reduce publication bias. Specifically, we (a) included dissertations identified through Dissertation Abstracts International in PsycINFO and Medline searches; (b) used electronic mailing lists to request unpublished studies from members of the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies, the Society for Family Psychology (American Psychological AsThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
sociation [APA] Division 43), and the Society of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology (APA Division 53); and (c) used e-mail to request unpublished studies from prominent researchers involved in the development and dissemination of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders. The first author reviewed each of the identified studies to determine whether it met the aforementioned inclusion criteria. In addition, for a second review, we randomly assigned each study to one of two advanced undergraduate research assistants. These research assistants received approximately 10 hours of training from the first author prior to beginning coding and then participated in weekly 1-hr coding meetings with the first author for the duration of the project. Any disagreements between the first author and the research assistants regarding inclusion criteria were discussed and resolved by consensus.
Coding Procedures
After we identified studies meeting inclusion criteria, the first author coded each study for a range of characteristics relevant to samples, treatments, studies, methods, and measures. In addition, we randomly assigned each study to one of the aforementioned research assistants for coding. In all cases, we treated the first author's codes as the criterion codes (i.e., to be used in subsequent analyses) and used the research assistants' codes to calculate reliability. When multiple reports were based on the same clinical trial (e.g., one report presenting posttreatment findings vs. another presenting follow-up findings), those reports were treated as a single study for coding and analysis. Specific codes that were used are described next.
Sample characteristics. Characteristics of each study sample were coded for demographic variables including (a) average age of target youths at baseline (in years), (b) gender composition of target youths (i.e., percentage male), (c) ethnic background of target youths (e.g., percentage Caucasian, percentage African American), (d) average number of pretreatment offenses (i.e., total, felony, violent, and sexual) per target youth, and (e) percentage of the sample with a history of a given type of pretreatment offense (i.e., felony, violent, or sexual).
Treatment characteristics. Characteristics of treatment conditions were coded for (a) family-based treatment model (i.e., MST, FFT, TFCO, or other); (b) comparison treatment type (e.g., outpatient therapy, residential treatment); (c) format of treatment components (i.e., inclusion of individual youth, peer/parent group, and/or family members); (d) provider occupation (e.g., graduate student, community mental health professional, juvenile justice personnel); (e) theoretical foundation (i.e., cognitive-behavioral, family systems/social-ecological, insight-oriented, other/eclectic); and (f) duration of services (i.e., in weeks and/or hours).
Study characteristics. Characteristics of the studies were coded for (a) location of the study (i.e., Eastern/Midwestern/ Western/Southern United States or international), (b) sample recruitment source (e.g., court-referred, treatment-seeking, inpatient/ residential), (c) peer review status of the study report (yes/no), and (d) involvement of treatment developers in the study (yes/no).
Measure characteristics. Each outcome measure for a given study was coded for its (a) target (e.g., youth, caregiver, family); (b) informant (e.g., youth, caregiver, teacher); (c) method (i.e., official record, paper-and-pencil measure, interview, or observation); (d) standardization and norms (yes/no); (e) time of follow-up (mean years following treatment); and (f) domain (e.g., antisocial behavior, substance use/abuse, family functioning). All of the above information was recorded separately for different subscales or methods of data analysis (e.g., number of arrests vs. dichotomous recidivism) presented in a given study report.
Methodological characteristics. The methodological rigor of each study was coded in terms of its (a) method of assignment to conditions (i.e., randomization, matching, or neither), (b) use of intent-to-treat analysis (yes/no), and (c) average length of follow-up (in years).
Interrater reliability. We compared the first author's and research assistants' codes using the kappa statistic (; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) Landis and Koch (1977) . For ease of interpretation, we only present reliability for codes used in statistical analyses. One code (intent-to-treat analysis) was excluded from analyses due to inadequate reliability ( ϭ .14).
Interrater reliability was near perfect for all inclusion criteria (s ϭ .96 -1.00) and for the overall decision to include/exclude a given study ( ϭ .98). Reliability coefficients were more variable for study-level characteristics (i.e., sample, treatment, study, methodological), with s ranging from .67 to 1.00 for categorical variables and ␣s ranging from .96 to 1.00 for continuous variables. Nevertheless, all study-level codes were rated with agreement that was substantial or near perfect. Finally, interrater reliability for characteristics of measures was substantial to near perfect for categorical (s ϭ .77-.96) and continuous (␣ ϭ .97) variables. Overall, these coefficient values indicate reliability that was generally substantial or better across coders.
Analytic Strategy
Calculation of effect sizes. We represented effect sizes using Cohen's d (Cohen, 1988 ). Cohen's d indicates the extent to which the target treatment group differs from the comparison group in standard deviation units on a given outcome. Each effect size was calculated so that a positive number represented a beneficial effect for the family-based treatment group relative to the comparison group. For example, a d ϭ 0.50 would indicate that the familybased treatment group performed one half of a standard deviation better than the comparison group on a given outcome measure.
We calculated Cohen's d for each outcome measure using the Campbell Collaboration effect size calculator (Wilson, n.d.) ; we repeated each calculation twice to detect and correct entry errors. When possible, we calculated d directly from Ms, SDs, and ns reported for the treatment and comparison groups. If this information was not provided, we estimated d based on other statistical information that was reported, such as a 2 ϫ 2 contingency table, 2 statistic, F statistic, or t statistic. Of the multiple methods that the effect size calculator offers for estimating d from 2 ϫ 2 contingency tables, we used the Cox logit estimator (Cox, 1970) because that statistic has been shown to provide an unbiased estimate of d under the greatest number of conditions (Sánchez-Meca, Marín-Martínez, & Chacón-Moscoso, 2003 ). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
For each measure in a given study, we calculated a separate effect size for each (a) subscale score that was reported, (b) informant who completed the measure, and (c) target that was rated using the measure. If a given measure was completed at multiple points in time during a posttreatment follow-up period, we calculated the effect size based on statistical information from the last time of follow-up to provide a conservative estimate of treatment effects.
Once effect sizes were calculated, we performed two adjustments to the data from each study based on the procedures outlined by Wilson and Lipsey (2007) . First, we computed Winsorized values for effect sizes, treatment group sample sizes, and comparison group sample sizes by setting the maximum and minimum values of each variable at 3 SD above and below, respectively, the mean for that variable; this procedure reduces the undue influence of outlier studies on the mean effect size while still retaining outliers in analyses. Second, we performed a correction for small sample size (from Hedges & Olkin, 1985) by multiplying each effect size by a factor of [1 -(3/4N Ϫ 9)], where N is the total sample size.
Multilevel meta-analysis. As noted previously, traditional meta-analytic methods are not appropriate for the analysis of multiple effect sizes stemming from the same study. Therefore, all analyses in the present study were conducted using an extension of the traditional random-effects model-thus viewing studies as a random sample drawn from a population of studies-that has been modified to address dependency between effect sizes (van den Noortgate, Lopez-Lopez, Marin-Martinez, & Sanchez-Meca, 2013). Specifically, we used a three-level model to represent sampling variation for each effect size (Level 1), among effect sizes within a study (Level 2) , and between studies (Level 3). We estimated all model parameters using the restricted maximum likelihood procedure in SAS PROC MIXED (Littell, Milliken, Stroup, Wolfinger, & Schabenbeger, 2006) , with each observed effect size weighted by the inverse of its sampling variance.
In multilevel meta-analysis, the parameter estimates of interest are (a) the overall mean effect size, (b) the fixed effect of moderator variables, and (c) the variance (i.e., random) components at each level of the model. We calculated a point estimate and 95% confidence interval for the overall effect size (d), categorical moderators (d), and continuous moderators (standardized regression coefficient, ␤). For categorical moderators with two categories and for continuous variables, we tested fixed effects using the Wald test; for categorical variables with more than two categories, we tested fixed effects using an omnibus F test. We used a general Satterthwaite approximation (Satterthwaite, 1946) for the denominator degrees of freedom in all analyses of fixed effects. We used Cohen's (1988) conventions to characterize the size of each effect (d) as small (0.20 -0.49), medium (0.50 -0.79), or large (Ն0.80), whereas ␤s were classified as small (0.10 -0.29), medium (0.30 -0.49), or large (Ն0.50).
We tested for variation over effect sizes between (Level 3) and within studies (Level 2) using a likelihood ratio test. We estimated the residual variance for effect sizes (Level 1) from the mean observed sampling variance of effect sizes because it is necessary to constrain that variance parameter to 1.00 for the multilevel model to be identified.
Moderator analyses. If significant between-and/or withinstudy variance was found, we used a three-level mixed-effects model to identify moderators that might explain this variation in effect sizes by adding study (Level 3) or outcome (Level 2) characteristics as fixed predictors. Prior to testing potential moderator variables, we first examined the distribution of each variable to determine whether a sufficient number of studies (a) represented a given subgroup (i.e., k Ն 4) for categorical variables or (b) reported a given continuous variable (i.e., k Ն 6); these cutoffs were based on the recommendations of Fu et al. (2011) . We excluded variables that did not meet these criteria from subsequent moderator analyses to avoid obtaining poor parameter estimates, with the exception of categorical variables for which it was theoretically plausible to meet the first criterion by meaningfully combining certain subgroups.
As an additional step prior to testing of moderator variables, we estimated missing values for the number of pretreatment offenses in a given category (i.e., total, felony, or violent) whenever possible to increase power for our analyses of those variables. Specifically, if the percentage of the sample with a given offense history was reported, we calculated the number of pretreatment offenses as if each youth had committed that percentage of one offense (e.g., if 67% of the sample had a history of felony offenses, we estimated an average of 0.67 felonies per youth) to provide a conservative estimate. Although we considered applying the same procedures to variables representing pretreatment sexual offenses, we decided to exclude those variables from moderator analyses for two reasons. First, the variables had a bimodal distribution, such that youth participants with sexual offense histories made up either a small minority (i.e., 0 -10%) or a clear majority (i.e., 100%) of study samples, and such a distribution was not appropriate for a continuous moderator analysis (i.e., it violated the assumption of linearity). Second, when we created a dichotomous variable that characterized studies as having a minority versus majority of participants with sexual offending histories, there were only k ϭ 3 studies in the majority category and that cell size was insufficient for a categorical moderator analysis.
In the initial step of the moderator analysis, we fitted a separate three-level mixed-effects model for each variable to avoid inflation of Type II error rates (Higgins & Green, 2011; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) . Only variables that were identified as significant in the separate models were subsequently included in a three-level mixed-effects model that examined moderator effects simultaneously. This latter step tested the effect of each moderator while holding the other moderators constant to control for potential confounding. We considered testing for interactions between significant moderators, but determined that the current pool of studies lacked sufficient power to provide a meaningful test of such effects. Thus, we only report moderator main effects in the present meta-analysis.
Publication bias. In keeping with established guidelines (e.g., Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009; Higgins & Green, 2011) , we used four methods to evaluate risk for publication bias. First, as described earlier, we used expansive search strategies to identify unpublished studies. Second, we examined the effect of publication status (i.e., published with peer review vs. no peer review) on treatment effect sizes. Third, we computed Orwin's (1983) fail-safe N, which represents the degree to which study findings are robust to the presence of unobserved and/or future studies with null results. Finally, we examined a funnel plot (see Sterne & Egger, 2001 ) of standard errors plotted against the This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
respective study-level mean effect sizes; more specifically, we tested for asymmetry of the funnel plot, which is considered indicative of publication bias, using the weighted regression test developed by Egger and colleagues (Egger, Smith, Schneider, & Minder, 1997 ; see also Sterne, Gavaghan, & Egger, 2000) . If any of the above methods were suggestive of publication bias, we used the Dissemination Bias utility in MIX 2.0 (Bax, Yu, Ikeda, Tsuruta, & Moons, 2006) to perform the trim-and-fill procedure (Duval & Tweedie, 2000a , 2000b , which evaluates whether such publication bias resulted in an inaccurate estimate of effect size. Sensitivity analyses. We also performed a series of sensitivity analyses to examine whether the results of the present meta-analysis were robust to the effects of outlier values. Specifically, we examined the impact of removing (a) studies with Ns that differed Ϯ3SD from the mean N and (b) effect sizes that differed Ϯ3SD from the mean d, rather than Winsorizing those values as we did in the primary meta-analysis. In addition, we examined the impact of excluding studies that examined a treatment model that had not been replicated with serious juvenile offenders (i.e., k ϭ 1).
Results

Pool of Studies
The literature search and study selection process is summarized in Figure 1 . The initial search, using all previously noted methods, resulted in 14,486 studies. Given that it was not feasible to review that many studies for inclusion/exclusion, the first author performed a preliminary screening of study abstracts and excluded studies that (a) did not examine treatment outcomes (n ϭ 13,928) or (b) were not available in English (n ϭ 10). The first author and the aforementioned research assistants evaluated the full texts of the remaining 548 studies for eligibility.
Overall, 59 reports (representing 30 studies/clinical trials) met inclusion criteria for the present review. Two of the studies (Dembo & Schmeidler, 2002; Henggeler et al., 1986 ) that met eligibility criteria did not provide sufficient information to calculate effect sizes and thus all 10 reports from these studies were excluded from the meta-analysis. The remaining 28 studies contributed 49 reports, 190 measures (M ϭ 6.79 per study), and 324 effect sizes (M ϭ 11.57 per study) to the meta-analysis. One of those studies used multiple comparison groups: Henggeler et al. (2006) included conditions that received (a) family court, (b) drug court, (c) MST plus drug court, or (d) MST and contingency management plus drug court. To avoid the possibility that the study would exert undue influence on the results of the metaanalysis by contributing effect sizes from more than two groups, we included the results from the family court comparison condition (i.e., the drug court condition was excluded on the basis of random selection) and the combined results of the two MST conditions (i.e., pooled means and standard deviations).
Selected characteristics of each study are presented in Table 1 . The studies together represented 5,564 youth participants. The year of completion for individual reports ranged from 1990 to 2013, with a median completion year of 2006; 67.34% of the reports (k ϭ 33) were completed in the previous 10 years (i.e., between 2004 and 2013). Although sample sizes varied considerably, the average sample size was substantial, with approximately 199 youth participants per study. Most participants were adolescents at the start of treatment, with an average age of 14.98 years and low variability in baseline age (SD ϭ 0.48). In addition, almost all samples had a majority of male participants (with an average of 71.84% male gender), except for two studies (Aultmann-Bettridge, 2007; Kerr, Leve, & Chamberlain, 2009 ) that included only female youths. In the studies that provided details on race/ethnicity, the majority of youths were identified as White or Black (Ms ϭ 58.29% and 30.57%, respectively), although there was considerable variability between studies. Fewer participants (9.50%) were identified as Hispanic, but four studies had samples with more than 20% Hispanic youths (including 100% in one sample; Valdez, Cepeda, Parrish, Horowitz, & Kaplan, 2013) . In contrast, representation of other racial and ethnic minority groups (e.g., Asian, American Indian, multiracial) was very low, together making up just over 8% of the study samples on average. Three-quarters of the study samples came from the United States (k ϭ 21) with remainder coming from Canada or European nations.
The offense histories of the participants attest to their histories of serious offending behavior: Youths had an average of 4.34 pretreatment offenses, many of the youths had a history of one or more felony (72.53%; M ϭ 2.65) and violent (49.94%; M ϭ 0.74) offenses, and 10.71% (k ϭ 3) of study samples were comprised of youths with a history of sexual offenses. However, as noted previously in our description of inclusion criteria, data regarding pretreatment offenses were not reported for a significant minority of studies (k ϭ 12). Therefore, when applicable, Table 1 describes (under "History of serious antisocial behavior") supplemental information about each study sample that was used in addition to, or instead of, pretreatment offense histories when determining study eligibility.
Across family-based treatment and comparison conditions, services lasted for an average of 25.9 weeks and involved 50.8 hours of contact with the youth and/or family members; in addition, studies evaluated the effects of these conditions over follow-up periods that averaged 2.5 years following treatment. Interventions in the family-based treatment conditions always involved the par- 1 The value listed with each criterion represents the number of studies that did not meet that criterion after the previously listed inclusion criteria had been evaluated. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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ticipation of multiple family members in ecologically valid contexts (e.g., home, school, community). With two exceptions, all studies investigated one of three treatment models: MST (71.43% of studies), FFT (10.71%), and TFCO (14.29%). In the two remaining studies, the family-based treatment of interest was either brief strategic family therapy or intensive home-based services. Family-based treatment was the only type of care provided to youths in the treatment conditions with two exceptions; one study included targeted case management as part of the family-based treatment condition (Dirks-Linhorst, 2003) and the other included participation in juvenile drug court in addition to treatment (Henggeler et al., 2006) . In contrast, it is difficult to characterize the interventions provided to comparison youths for several reasons, including (a) a relative absence of details in study reports, (b) the use of interventions that were unstandardized and largely based on provider discretion, and (c) the delivery of services in a variety of settings (e.g., clinic/office, residential treatment center, juvenile justice office) and formats (e.g., individual, family, group) without recording how many youths received each service. Nevertheless, the common features among comparison conditions were that services typically (a) focused on the individual youth and (b) took place in settings that differed substantially from youths' social ecologies. Furthermore, all but two studies (92.86%) had a comparison condition that involved treatment as usual or usual care. The remaining studies included a no-treatment comparison condition (Mayfield, 2011) or youths in the comparison condition were referred to community service providers but the rate of utilization of those services was not tracked (Valdez et al., 2013) .
Average Effect Size
We used multilevel meta-analysis to estimate the mean of 324 effect sizes across 28 studies using a 3-level model without moderators. The results indicated a small positive effect of familybased treatments across a variety of outcomes (d ϭ 0.24, 95% CI ϭ 0.11-0.37). In addition, effect sizes differed significantly between studies ( v 2 ϭ 0.091; 1 2 ϭ 77.4; p Ͻ .001) and within studies ( u 2 ϭ 0.139; 1 2 ϭ 935.5; p Ͻ .001); approximately 34% of the total variance was attributable to differences between studies and about 53% was attributable to differences between effect sizes within studies. Figure 2 presents a forest plot illustrating the model-based mean effect size for each study and the mean effect size across all studies in the meta-analysis.
Moderators of Effect Sizes
Given the presence of significant unexplained variance in effect sizes, we added moderators to the model that could potentially This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
explain that variance. The results for moderator analyses are presented in Table 2 . Sample characteristics. The following characteristics of samples met the minimum requirements to be examined as moderators: average age, percentage male, percentage black, percentage Hispanic, percentage racial or ethnic minority, average number of pretreatment total offenses, average number of pretreatment felony offenses, and average number of pretreatment violent offenses. The results revealed two significant moderator effects, such that family-based treatments had greater positive effects in studies with a larger percentage of Hispanic youths (␤ ϭ .36; t 13.5 ϭ 2.68, p ϭ .018) and in studies in which participants had a higher average number of pretreatment total offenses (␤ ϭ .22; t 28.1 ϭ 2.63, p ϭ .014).
Treatment characteristics. The specific model of familybased treatment (MST vs. TFCO vs. FFT) met the minimum requirements for moderator analysis. In addition to this characteristic, three characteristics of the comparison condition met the requirements once certain subgroups were combined: (a) type (standard therapy vs. continuing care vs. multicomponent/residential); (b) format (individual therapy only vs. family/group therapy); and (c) provider occupation (mental health training vs. nonmental health professional). Of these various treatment characteristics, the results showed a significant moderator effect for provider occupation in the comparison condition, such that family-based treatments had greater positive effects in studies in which they were compared to interventions delivered by providers with mental health training (d ϭ 0.41) versus nonmental health professionals (d ϭ 0.06; t 10.5 ϭ 2.59, p ϭ .026).
Study characteristics. Of the two study characteristics, both met the requirement once certain subgroups were merged: (a) study location (United States vs. international); and (b) recruitment method (court-referred vs. noncourt-referred). The results indicated that neither study characteristic was a significant moderator of treatment effects.
Measure characteristics. Two characteristics of measures met the minimum requirements for moderator analysis: (a) standardized measure and (b) measurement time-point. Four additional characteristics met the requirements to be examined as a moderator once certain subgroups were combined: (a) target of assessment (youth vs. primary caregiver vs. family unit); (b) informant for assessment (youth vs. primary caregiver vs. official record vs. composite vs. nonofficial informant outside family [e.g., peer, teacher, therapist, observer]); (c) method of assessment (official record vs. questionnaire vs. interview vs. nonofficial method without direct contact [e.g., direct observation, latent variable, physiological analysis]); and (d) subscale domain (antisocial behavior vs. substance use vs. psychological functioning vs. family characteristics vs. peer relations vs. school functioning). The results indicated that two measurement characteristics had significant moderating effects on treatment outcomes. First, there was a moderating effect for assessment informant (F 4,317 ϭ 3.96, p ϭ .004), with pairwise comparisons revealing a small effect when the informant was the target youth, primary caregiver, official record, or a composite (ds ϭ 0.18 -0.23) versus a medium effect for nonofficial informants outside of the family (d ϭ 0.54). Second, the domain assessed by subscales also had a moderating effect (F 5,236 Methodological characteristics. Two characteristics of statistical analyses met the minimum requirements to be examined as moderators: (a) assignment to condition (randomized vs. nonrandomized) and (b) average length of follow-up in the family-based treatment condition. However, neither of these variables was a significant moderator of effect size.
Combined model. We examined confounding among moderators by fitting a three-level model that included all significant moderators. None of the previously obtained moderator effects remained statistically significant under this combined model with the exception of informant for assessment (F 4,106 ϭ 5.01, p ϭ .027). All of the effects were qualitatively similar (i.e., in size and direction) to the respective significant effects observed in individual models, however, suggesting that the lack of significance was likely due to inadequate power given the complexity of the combined model. Furthermore, when compared to the model with no moderator variables, the combined model explained an additional 24% of the variance in betweenstudy effect sizes and an additional 73% of the variance in withinstudy effect sizes. Even so, there remained significant-albeit greatly diminished-unexplained variance in effect sizes between studies ( v 2 ϭ 0.069; 1 2 ϭ 133.39; p Ͻ .001) and within studies ( u 2 ϭ 0.038; 1 2 ϭ 22.71; p Ͻ .001).
Publication Bias
As described previously, we used four methods to address the risk of publication bias in the present meta-analysis. First, we identified eight studies that did not undergo peer review (representing more than one-quarter of the sample for the meta-analysis) through our use of expansive search strategies. Second, we examined the effect of publication status on effect sizes and found that studies published with peer review had a larger mean effect size (d ϭ 0.34) than did studies that were not peer reviewed (d ϭ Ϫ0.06; t 35.9 ϭ Ϫ2.80, p ϭ .008). Third, we computed Orwin's (1983) fail-safe N for mean study-level effect sizes; the fail-safe N was 6, indicating that a minimum of six (i.e., 21.43% more) studies with a mean effect size of d ϭ 0.00 would have to be added to the meta-analysis before the average effect become negligible (i.e., d Ͻ 0.20). Thus, the findings of the current meta-analysis can be viewed as somewhat sensitive to the effects of unobserved and/or future studies with null effects. Finally, we produced a funnel plot of mean study-level effect sizes from the multilevel meta-analysis; asymmetry of that plot, which was verified by a significant Egger's weighted regression coefficient (t 322 ϭ 11.37, p Ͻ .001), is consistent with a pattern in which larger effect sizes were reported with greater frequency.
Taken together, the results of the four methods described above pointed toward publication bias in the current sample of studies. Therefore, we used the trim-and-fill procedure to evaluate whether publication bias lead to a biased estimate of mean study-level effect size in the multilevel meta-analysis. The results of the trim-and-fill analyses indicated that the overall mean effect size remained unchanged (d ϭ 0.24) after imputation of additional effect sizes that modeled the absence of publication bias (i.e., a symmetric funnel plot). This finding suggests that the present This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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results are unlikely to represent a biased estimate of the overall mean effect size.
Sensitivity Analyses
To conduct each sensitivity analysis, we identified outlier values for sample size, effect size, or treatment model and recalculated the meta-analytic model parameters with those values systematically removed. In terms of sample size, we identified one outlier study ; N ϭ 917); that study contributed one effect size that was removed for the sensitivity analysis. Regarding effect sizes, we identified seven outliers; specifically, Butler, Baruch, Hickey, and Fonagy (2011) contributed one outlier (d ϭ 4.49) to the primary meta-analysis and Valdez et al. (2013) contributed six outliers (ds ϭ Ϫ1.59 to Ϫ1.76 for extremely low values and 2.76 to 3.69 for extremely high values). Given that a single study contributed all but one of the outlying effect sizes, we performed a follow-up analysis on study-level means estimated in the multilevel meta-analysis and found that the overall mean effect for the Valdez et al. (2013) study was not an outlier value. Therefore, we retained all other effect sizes contributed by that study in the sensitivity analysis that removed outlier values for effect size. The results of the sensitivity analyses for sample size and effect size both showed negligible differences from the results of the primary meta-analysis.
In terms of outlier values for treatment model, two studies examined family-based treatment models that had not been replicated with serious juvenile offenders (i.e., k ϭ 1): (1) Valdez et al. (2013) evaluated Brief Strategic Family Therapy (BSFT) and (2) Levins (1997) focused on intensive home-based services. When these two studies were excluded from analysis, the results were essentially identical to those of the primary meta-analysis with the exception that percent Hispanic ethnicity was no longer a significant moderator of effect size (␤ ϭ 0.16; t 12.4 ϭ 0.34, p ϭ .742). We thought it was likely that the removal of the Valdez et al. study from the meta-analysis was the reason for this change in significance, due to three characteristics of that study: (a) it included a sample comprised entirely of Hispanic youth; (b) it tested the effects of an intervention (BSFT) that was developed primarily for the treatment of black and Hispanic youths in southern Florida (Robbins et al., 2003) ; and (c) as noted previously, it had several outlier values for effect size. Therefore, we conducted follow-up analyses in which we removed each treatment model outlier from the meta-analysis separately; we indeed found that Hispanic ethnicity remained a significant moderator when the Levins study was removed but not when the Valdez et al. study was removed.
Discussion
Administrators and policymakers are under increasing pressure to implement evidence-based interventions that can reduce juvenile crime and its detrimental consequences. Numerous clinical trials have demonstrated the beneficial effects of family-based treatments with serious juvenile offenders, but a quantitative summary of these trials can better inform decisions about treatment implementation. The present meta-analysis had two major objectives: (a) estimate the size of the overall mean effect (i.e., across studies) of these treatments and (b) examine the influence of moderators (i.e., characteristics of samples, treatments, study designs, statistical analyses, and measures) on the magnitude of treatment effects. This review had a number of methodological strengths, including use of a multilevel meta-analytic approach that modeled the (often unaddressed) dependencies among effect sizes; and examination of a wide range of moderators that may explain differences in effect sizes between as well as within studies. Overall, the findings of the present review demonstrate that family-based treatments-in particular, MST, TFCO, and FFThave modest but long-lasting effects on youth antisocial behavior (and other key outcomes pertaining to youths and their social systems) compared to a variety of conditions representing usual services.
Regarding the first objective, results from 28 intervention trials (contributing 324 separate effect sizes) revealed a small effect for family-based treatments relative to usual services conditions (mean d ϭ 0.24). This means that a randomly selected youth who received a family-based treatment had a 59.48% probability of a superior outcome when compared to a randomly selected youth who received a comparison treatment (see Ruscio, 2008) . Although modest in size, the effect was durable since the benefit of family-based treatments was evident on average 2.5 years after the completion of treatment. Follow-up analyses indicated that our estimate of treatment effects was robust to influences from publication bias and outlier values (i.e., for sample size, effect size, and treatment model).
The positive outcomes of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders have several important implications regarding the design and selection of treatment programs for this challenging clinical population. First, family-based treatments target key social-ecological risk factors for serious and violent antisocial behavior at multiple levels of the youth's social Note. k ϭ number of studies that provided information for a given moderator analysis; ES ϭ effect size; CI ϭ confidence interval. a Given that a given study could contribute multiple effect sizes and those effect sizes could be classified in different subcategories, the value of k for each category of measure characteristic does not equal the sum of ks across the respective subcategories (as it would for other characteristics).
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ecology (i.e., individual, family, peer, school, and neighborhood) . In contrast, a major limitation of usual treatments for serious juvenile offenders is their relatively narrow individual focus and failure to address the multidetermined nature of criminality in youths. Second, family-based treatments are provided within youths' natural environments (e.g., home, school, and other community settings) to maximize the accessibility of treatment services and to permit the collection of ecologically valid assessment data regarding problem behaviors and intervention effects. Thus, family-based treatments have the capacity to produce greater changes in youth antisocial behavior than do treatments that are delivered in offices, juvenile justice centers, residential facilities, and other settings outside of the youth's social-ecological contexts. Finally, the developers of family-based treatments have designed numerous mechanisms to sustain the fidelity of their interventions when implemented in community provider settings, including standardized protocols for training, intervention, and supervision as well as ongoing monitoring of treatment practices and clinical outcomes (see Schoenwald, Sheidow, & Letourneau, 2004) . When rigorously implemented, these mechanisms can help to maintain higher levels of intervention effectiveness for family-based treatments compared to eclectic community services that lack such mechanisms. At the policy level, the clinical benefits of family-based treatments have implications for the fiscal viability of services for serious juvenile offenders. Indeed, Washington State Institute for Public Policy (WSIPP) has provided compelling evidence for the financial benefits of family-based treatments using an expansive cost-benefit analysis model that estimates the economic savings associated with posttreatment reductions in crime. The most recent analyses by WSIPP researchers (WSIPP, 2016) indicated significant returns to taxpayers and crime victims for every dollar spent on MST ($1.74), TFCO ($1.70), and FFT ($6.51, although this value is primarily based on studies that did not include serious juvenile offenders). Expansive applications of the WSIPP model to clinical trials have suggested even greater returns on investment associated with MST for serious juvenile offenders ($5.04; Dopp, Borduin, Wagner, & Sawyer, 2014) and juvenile sexual offenders ($48.81; . Policymakers and administrators should consider the potential economic benefits of investment in family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders, given that the high initial cost of providing such treatments may otherwise seem formidable when compared with the cost of less comprehensive services.
The finding of a modest overall effect size for family-based treatments suggests that these treatments may not consistently produce better outcomes with serious juvenile offenders than do usual services, particularly when the former are also delivered in community settings. However, the presence of significant variance in effect sizes between (34%) and within (53%) studies suggests that the effects of family-based treatments could be substantially larger under certain conditions. Therefore, we examined whether specific characteristics moderated the effects of family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders and identified several significant moderators. In terms of sample characteristics, studies in which youth participants had a more extensive history of pretreatment offenses showed greater effects for the family-based treatment conditions, as has been found in prior meta-analyses (e.g., Dowden & Andrews, 2003) . This finding suggests that family-based treatments are best suited for youth with serious offense histories and that low-risk offenders should be assigned to less intensive interventions, consistent with the risk-needs-responsivity model (Brogan, Haney-Caron, NeMoyer, & DeMatteo, 2015) . In addition, studies with a greater representation of Hispanic youths had more positive family-based treatment outcomes, suggesting that these treatments may be particularly well suited to families of Hispanic ethnicity. Nevertheless, this finding was primarily based on the results of one study (Valdez et al., 2013) and thus should be interpreted with caution.
In terms of treatment characteristics, the only significant moderator indicated that family-based treatments had smaller effects when comparison group services were provided by nonmental health professionals rather than mental health professionals. Although this finding initially seemed counterintuitive, additional examination of the former group of studies revealed that many involved administration (e.g., referrals, service coordination) of the family-based treatment condition in nonmental health settings that could have posed implementation challenges (e.g., through schools in Weiss et al., 2013) . We believe that the "comparison provider occupation" variable unintentionally captured the difficulties of delivering family-based treatments in certain "real world" settings better than did our code for involvement of treatment developers, which was intended to reflect such information but did not moderate effect sizes. Thus, it may be useful for future research to focus on validation of strategies that support highfidelity implementation of complex family-based treatments in novel settings.
Several characteristics of measures also moderated the effects of family-based treatments. For example, the informant (i.e., vantage point) of assessment had a significant effect such that measures from a composite category of "Nonofficial Informants Outside Family" (e.g., peer, teacher, observational) had larger effects than did measures in the other informant categories (i.e., target youth, primary caregiver, official record, or composite). This finding suggests that estimates of intervention effects were greatest for measures that were most rarely used. Additional research is necessary to determine whether some of these measures are psychometrically sound sources of information regarding intervention effects with serious juvenile offenders. In addition, mean effect sizes varied between outcome domains, such that measures of antisocial behavior, substance use, psychological functioning, family characteristics, and school performance showed larger treatment effects than did measures of peer relationships (which showed a negligible effect relative to comparison conditions). Thus, it appears that family-based treatments are capable of producing improvements in social-ecological risk factors for serious antisocial behavior across several levels of youth and family functioning.
One example of an area for future research comes from our finding that family-based treatments had a limited impact on peer relations. That finding has important implications for the overall effectiveness of family-based treatments, given that (a) antisocial peer involvement is strongly associated with youth antisocial behaviors (see Farrington & Loeber, 2000; Liberman, 2008; Loeber, Burke, & Pardini, 2009), (b) antisocial peer This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
involvement has been shown to predict treatment failure in MST (Boxer, 2011) , and (c) decreases in antisocial peer involvement have been found to mediate treatment effects on youth antisocial behavior for MST (Henggeler, Letourneau, et al., 2009) and TFCO (Van Ryzin & Leve, 2012) . It would be beneficial to examine the impact of additional training activities (e.g., boosters) and materials that are designed to help therapists, caregivers, and teachers to reduce serious juvenile offenders' involvement with antisocial peer networks. Furthermore, given the heterogenous nature of risk factors for youth antisocial behavior, it is unlikely that a comprehensive family-based treatment will produce change in all social-ecological domains for all youths. Indeed, Mann (1989) conducted a supplemental analysis of data from one of the clinical trials (Borduin et al., 1995) used in the present meta-analysis; the results showed that MST effects (relative to individual therapy) on antisocial peer relations were (a) significant for youths who had high levels of association with antisocial peers at baseline and (b) negligible for youths who had low levels of such association. Therefore, studies that match specific clinical techniques (i.e., targeting a single domain such as peer relations) to youths' clinical presentations (i.e., risk profiles) would provide useful information about the effects of those techniques. The findings of the present review must be considered in the context of five general limitations. First, it is notable that all treatment models were developed in the United States, which may limit how well the present results generalize to familybased treatments that have been developed in other countries, cultural contexts, and languages. It would be beneficial for researchers to examine the effectiveness of such alternative treatments, especially those developed in countries with more effective (i.e., comprehensive and ecologically valid) usual treatment services than in the United States (e.g., Sweden; see Löfholm, Eichas, & Sundell, 2014) . Of course, many countries may choose to invest resources into implementation of existing family-based treatments rather than into development of their own models, and the present findings suggest that current models can achieve comparable effects in international settings.
Second, the present meta-analysis revealed few significant moderator effects, thus leaving a great deal of unexplained variance between and within studies. Unfortunately, moderator effects can be difficult to detect when power is decreased due to small numbers of studies in certain subgroups (McClelland & Judd, 1993; Whisman & McClelland, 2005) . Thus, the absence of a significant effect for a given moderator variable in the present meta-analysis does not necessarily indicate that the variable is unimportant. In contrast, it suggests a need for continued examination of that variable in primary studies and for periodic updates to the present meta-analytic findings as more primary results become available. Several potentially important variables with unbalanced subgroups did not reach statistical significance in the moderator analyses, including the (a) model of family-based treatment, (b) target of assessment, (c) use of standardized measures, and (d) use of random assignment. Researchers also seldom reported certain variables in their studies that may represent key moderators. For example, within-study variability in the fidelity of treatment implementation has been shown to moderate outcomes in several studies (e.g., Henggeler, Melton, Brondino, Scherer, & Hanley, 1997; Löfholm et al., 2014; . However, it was not possible to code a continuous measure of treatment fidelity in the present review because statistics on fidelity were typically only reported for studies that experienced implementation problems, a limitation that would have biased a moderator analysis. If researchers would more systematically assess and report various characteristics (e.g., treatment fidelity, detailed characteristics about comparison condition interventions), then rigorous examination of their moderating effects would be possible.
Third, although we consider the inclusion of unpublished studies to be a strength of the present meta-analysis (see Borenstein et al., 2009; Higgins & Green, 2011) , some clinical trials with null results might not be published due to serious limitations in methodology or execution (e.g., failure to implement the treatment of interest with fidelity). Our inclusion criteria required certain methodological characteristics (e.g., inclusion of a comparison condition), but it was not possible to evaluate all potential reasons that a study might not be published. Such unmeasured factors may have contributed, beyond the effects of publication bias, to the finding that peer-reviewed studies tended to have larger effects than did studies that were not peer reviewed.
Fourth, interpretation of the present findings was made more difficult by a lack of important details about interventions in usual services (i.e., comparison) conditions, although there were notable exceptions (e.g., cognitive-behavioral therapy for juvenile sexual offenders; see Letourneau et al., 2009 Letourneau et al., , 2013 . As policymakers, administrators, and service providers consider the applicability of our findings to the usual services provided in their communities, they would likely find it important to consider information regarding the types of interventions received by comparison youth (i.e., broken down by setting/format) as well as additional characteristics of those interventions (e.g., provider occupation, dosage). It would also be useful for researchers to conduct more comparisons between family-based treatments and other well-specified treatments that are used in typical community settings.
Finally, it is possible that some studies were missed due to factors such as lack of dissemination of a study report, publication in journals with low circulation, publication in non-English journals, or errors in indexing for electronic databases. It is also possible that our decision to focus on family-based treatments resulted in the exclusion of promising alternative approaches to serious juvenile offending, although we were not aware of such alternatives.
In conclusion, the present meta-analysis demonstrated that family-based treatments for serious juvenile offenders (in particular, MST, TFCO, and FFT) produced greater reductions in antisocial behavior and more improvements in a variety of secondary outcomes than did usual community services. These findings suggest that increased implementation of family-based treatments with serious juvenile offenders is likely to result in greater reductions in youth antisocial behavior, financial savings for taxpayers, and decreases in victimization (see Dopp et al., 2014) . However, effective large-scale strategies to address serious criminal behavior in youths will require strong partnerships between provider organizations, treatment developers, and policymakers. These stakeholders should consider the results of the present study as they adopt interventions to meet This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
the needs of serious juvenile offenders, their families, and the communities in which they live. Continued research efforts are needed to further clarify which family-based treatments are most beneficial for which target groups and under which circumstances. Researchers should consider the current findings to guide future treatment development and evaluation efforts with serious juvenile offenders as the field continues to build a cumulative evidence base.
